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Housekeeping

 To

reduce background noise and interference please ONLY use
phone audio

 If

you are not speaking, please mute your phone- do NOT place on
hold as some phone systems have “on hold music”

 Hold

questions and discussion to the end or submit via the WebEx
chat box

Meeting Agenda


40 min.: Group Discussion on successes, barriers, and lessons learned from November’s
recruitment efforts (Dr. Auerbach to moderate)


4 State Partnership Teams to present: 10 mins each


Kentucky



Wisconsin



Connecticut



New Mexico



10 min.: What Have You Learned?



10 min.: Challenges and Opportunities

Learning Objectives
After this webinar you will be able to do the following:
 Discuss

successes, barriers, and lessons learned from November’s
recruitment efforts.

 Be

able to present your first PDSA cycle highlighting a timeline which
includes dates and results.
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Successes, Barriers, and Lessons Learned
 Kentucky

 Wisconsin
 Connecticut
 New

Mexico

Kentucky

Initial Barriers




Uneven response


Multiple applicants from some districts, none from others



Targeted recruitment



“Stretching” boundaries, splitting large district

Planned for 4 representatives to cover the larger regions with an additional 12 from the
remaining districts


2 from EMSC program, 1 PECC for the learning team



16 additional PECCs for the state project team



Delays in getting MOA through legal review



Time

Team Building




Primary Learning Team


Morgan Scaggs



Dr. Mary Fallat



Chad Wheet

State Project Team


17 agency PECCs



Geographically distributed among the 15
regions



Services - 12 county, 1 hospital, 3 private, 1
fire

Email Contact to Each “Group”
For the agencies claiming to have a PECC:
In completing the 2017 EMSC Survey, you indicated that your agency has
an individual who was responsible for coordinating or supporting pediatricspecific activities.
Our program uses the title Pediatric Emergency Care Coordinator (PECC)
to describe this person or persons, even if this is an “extra duty” and not a
stand-alone position. As an example, this person may be a director,
training officer, supervisor, or even someone with an interest in pediatrics
that you may be grooming for a future promotion. The one-page
attachment includes a very brief overview of the role.
***Please reply to this email with the name, email, and phone contact of
the designated “PECC” for your agency. Within your agency KEMSIS
account, please tag this person as the PECC just like you indicate the
director, point of contact, medical director, etc. You will also notice there is
a place to name the PECC on your agency licensure application.
FYI: in the future, I will try to address the majority of the correspondence
from my office to the PECC. This may include requests for survey
completion, educational opportunities, equipment offers, etc., so that they
can distribute the information within your department as appropriate.
Please let me know if you have any questions or if there are other issues I
may be of assistance with.
Thank you for your time and consideration.

Tracking Progress

Licensing Data Base

Next Steps


State Project Team – first online meeting January 16







Planning statewide EMS PECC meetings for mid-2019






Project overview
First assignments
Monthly follow up
Regional/District in-person meetings

2 hour block before EMSC Advisory Committee Meeting (every other month)
In-person with webinar access
Clinical education, instructor methodology, peer-to-peer exnchages

KBEMS field staff to educate during annual inspections throughout 2019 and
encourage agency to designate a PECC

Wisconsin – Environmental Scan
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New Mexico – Successes to Date


PECC Initiatives presented at three EMS conferences in NM, UNMH Pediatric EM Division meeting,
Southwest ReTrAC, Statewide EMS Advisory Committee and the Trauma Advisory and System
Stakeholder Committee.



Recruited three independent EMS providers from Regions 1 and 2 to participate in the upcoming
Focus Group,



Obtained support for PECC program from all three regions with representatives from each region
offering to provide initiative information through local EMS and ReTrAC meeting with the provision
that I will create the information for dissemination.



Two hospitals were recruited regarding participation in a designation process; and will work foremost
on implementing a PECC role.



59 EMS providers have completed our pre-survey with 32 potential focus group participants.



Excited that there haven’t been any major nay-sayers regarding initiative.
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New Mexico – Successes to Date


Refined and created contact list for the EMS Survey responses in the “hasPECC”
category.



Delegated to an intern for help!



Great vendor contacts for participant incentives.



Communication Template in Progress.



Still believe we are on target with a 10% improvement by end of grant cycle.



Disseminated a refined agency list to EMSC Advisory members regarding “Interested
in PECC” to obtain their support in contacting or discussing PECC in their EMS
regions and during community events.
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New Mexico – Barriers


Time – Not enough time to move through the action items, travel to various location, come back, and do the
work.



Getting the actual work partners to do their parts since this is a very busy time of year for renewals and CE
projects.



Finding a location to hold the focus group during the holiday season difficult and costly; we postponed until
January.



Coordinating payment to the consultants is very time consuming due to internal processes and
requirements.



Creating documents to promote PECC. Brain Block!



Issues with identified internal staff working on the project such as unforeseen medical leave, unanticipated
issues with shared time of collaboration partner, and other priority projects within the program cause
conflict.



Will not have a December Web Talk regarding the PECC initiative due to time constraints.
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New Mexico – Lessons Learned


Always double the amount of time ANYTHING will take!



Money does not always buy “volunteers” when time away is time away.



Fall is VERY busy for many people and holiday season is worse.



Using friendly competition is a good method for getting involvement.



Time management is key.
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What 3 Take Home Messages Did You Learn
From Today’s Presentation?

Group Discussion: Barriers and Opportunities

Reminders
 Registration

for Austin Workshop was
due December 7th

 Contacts

with EMS agencies that
currently report having an individual who
is responsible for coordinating pediatric
specific activities due December 21st

 Begin

working on Storyboards that were
introduced in you December Pulse
Check

